User-generated texts such as comments in social media are rich sources of information. In general, the reply structure of comments is not publicly accessible on the web. Websites present comments as a list in chronological order. This way, some information is lost. A solution for this problem is to reconstruct the thread structure (RTS) automatically. RTS predicts a semantic tree for the reply structure, useful for understanding users' behaviours and facilitating follow of the actual conversation streams. This paper works on RTS task in blogs, online news agencies, and news websites. These types of websites cover various types of articles reflecting the real-world events. People with different views participate in arguments by writing comments. Comments express opinions, sentiments, or ideas about articles. The reply structure of threads in these types of websites is basically different from threads in the forums, chats, and emails. To perform RTS, we define a set of textual and nontextual features. Then, we use supervised learning to combine these features. The proposed method is evaluated on five different datasets. The accuracy of the proposed method is compared with baselines. The results reveal higher accuracy for our method in comparison with baselines in all datasets.
Introduction
In recent years, interactive online websites such as weblogs, discussion boards, and news websites have grown in popularity, so these online threads have become valuable source of information. This information is obtained by interaction among users who create, share, and exchange information and ideas on various topics such as politics, economy, society, and environment. People tend to express their ideas and opinions in public and online [1] . Millions of web-users spend hours a day on these online threads in order to read news and articles, write their opinion and discuss with each other.
Nowadays, most of the websites use content management systems that allow them to receive feedback from visitors and collect their comments. These comments are publicly showed to the visitors, usually after confirmation by a moderator. These comments are showed mainly in chronological order (sometimes in reverse order), that is, when a user posts a comment, it is appended to the end of the list.
Although content management systems nowadays allow nested comments (in hierarchical order), due to space problem showing the complete hierarchy might not be possible.
That is why in many websites, either the nested hierarchy is not shown or the depth of the hierarchy is limited to something like 3 or 4 levels. This problem makes following the discussions very difficult and time consuming.
Here, we try to automatically reconstruct the thread structure (RTS). We try to build a semantic tree where nodes of the tree (except the root node) are comments and edges that specify which comment is in reply to which comment. The root of the tree is the main article.
Blogs and online news agencies are very important for the opinions they receive from visitors. Also, since they cover various events of our social life and many people with different views participate in the arguments, they are valuable source of information for researchers as well.
We divide the discussion threads into interrogative and declarative threads. Discussion threads in which users write a question and the other users try to answer it like forums, chats, and emails [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] are interrogative threads. Threads like blog comments and comments that discuss news articles do not fit to a question-answer format. We call them declarative.
Valuable studies have been done on RTS in interrogative threads [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, due to the difference between these 2 The Scientific World Journal threads, they are not effective enough on declarative threads. In this paper we focus on declarative threads and try to devise an effective RTS method for them. In summary, the RTS task that we are doing here is suitable for the following websites:
(i) websites that show comments in a list based structure in chronological order. This way of showing comments is prevalent [2] [3] [4] , for example, Reuters (http://www.reuters.com/) and ABCNEWS (http://www.abcnews.com/) which are listed, respectively, as the 301th and 462th most popular websites in global based on the Alexa's traffic rank (Alexa-The web information company, http://www.alexa.com/); (ii) blog service providers who do not support hierarchical structure for their comments such as Blogfa (http://www.blogfa.com/) which is listed at the 137th most popular website globally and 3th popular website in Iran after Google and Yahoo; (iii) websites that cannot support a tree-like reply structure with more than some levels, due to the limitation of space on pages such as Facebook, Fin24 (http://www.fin24.com/), and Skysport (http://www.skysports.com/); (iv) websites that have been created from content management systems that do not support nested comments, for example, those who have designed the template of their sites based on an old version of Wordpress (before 2009) and have not changed it.
RTS can be beneficial in many applications. To name a few, it is useful for facilitating search and finding of the user's favorite content in a large volume of comments and for improving retrieval accuracy [2, 8, 9] , identifying users who have the ability to answer the questions [10] , isolating discussions related to specific subtopics [11] , understanding the online user's behavior [12] , facilitating the follow of the actual conversation stream in threads [4] , conversation summarization which include both the initiation and response as a coherent unit [13] , automatic question, and answer detection [13, 14] , and finding the reply relations among comments to be used in other tasks like topic detection.
Another benefit for RTS is in topic detection on comments. Usually, comments are short in length and this makes the topic detection task quite difficult. Usually topic of comments is similar or related to topic of its parent and its children. So, knowing the hierarchy can help us to provide extra information in order to enhance topic detection. This can be considered as a sort of word expansion.
In this work, we propose a method to automatically reconstruct thread structure and organize comments into a tree-like structure by considering information about authors, content, date, and time of the post. A set of relevant textual and nontextual features are defined. Then, a learning algorithm based on ranking SVM model is used to learn a proper model that is exploited to identify the reply relation between a root and a set of comments. In other words, a set of comments is fed into the trained model to determine if there is any relation between them or not. The proposed RTS method is called SLARTS (a Supervised Learning Approach to Reconstruct Thread Structure). We combine our knowledge and technics from Information Retrieval, Natural Language Processing, Machine Learning, and Social Network disciplines.
The main contributions of this work are as follows.
(i) The focus of this paper is RTS task on declarative threads in blogs, online news agencies, and news websites on which few studies have been carried out.
(ii) We describe and show the differences between the declarative and interrogative threads. To better illustrate the differences, we used Apple discussion forum and compared it with declarative datasets.
(iii) We propose a supervised approach to RTS task, namely, SLARTS, based on ranking SVM model using novel textual and nontextual features which are related to declarative threads.
(iv) The proposed method is tested on 5 datasets in different languages: one in Persian, one in Russian and three in English. In three of these websites the comments are confirmed by moderators. Some of these websites present comments as user posts. All datasets consist of lots of reply structures among comments. The reply structures of comments in ground truth come from real structures that are created by users and they are addressed by reply tags in our datasets.
(v) In order to better evaluate our method, some evaluation metrics that are proposed in the previous works have been modified and an evaluation metric is proposed to RTS task which is appropriate for declarative threads.
(vi) The evaluation results reveal higher accuracy in comparison with the baselines methods in all datasets.
This paper is an extension of the work we published in our conference paper [15] . We have defined new textual and nontextual features to improve the accuracy of the proposed method. We also evaluate our method on more datasets with new measures for accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe related work. It is followed by problem definition in Section 3. We explain the proposed method and features used for RTS task in Section 4. In Section 5, the experiments, datasets, evaluation metrics, and experimental results are shown and described. Finally, we discuss the results and conclude with the valuable information which can be extracted by visualizing the reply relations structure.
Related Work
In this section, we cover previous works on RTS task and then we will investigate various issues around threads in online platforms.
Thread Detection.
Thread detection task, which sometimes is called topic detection, should be accomplished as preprocessing for the RTS task. In this task, all comments are split into a number of threads. After that RTS could The Scientific World Journal 3 be exploited to discover the tree structure of the threads [5, 10, 16] .
The thread detection task is not necessary for declarative threads, since usually all comments are related to the root. Based on this, all comments can be considered in just one thread. Consequently, we focus only on RTS task in this study.
RTS Task.
There are very few studies in the literature that directly address the problem of RTS task for comments in declarative threads. In general, RTS task can be done either in supervised or unsupervised manner. In unsupervised methods, the relation between comments is weighted by using text similarity measures. Then, they are adjusted using other metrics such as time distance and position in chronological order. Finally, the relations whose weights are higher than a predefined threshold are selected as the parent-child relations [11, 17] . Lin et al. [18] proposed a method which computes the similarity between each post and previous posts to find candidate parents. Then the post with the highest score is chosen as the parent candidate. If the parent candidate is not similar enough to the child comment, the candidate parent is assumed to be a new discussion branch of the thread.
In supervised methods, the existence of relation between two messages is determined using a supervised learning algorithm [2, 4, 19] . In these methods, a set of features is defined and weighted using a training set. Then, the trained model is used to discover the comment relations in the test data, using extracted features.
The methods proposed in [4, 19] are supervised, in which a set of simple features and a classifier are used. The features are divided into two groups. The first group is called structural or nontextual features such as time information, reply distance, and author's name. The next group of features is called semantic or textual features such as sentences type and similarity among comments.
Seo et al. [2] proposed a learning technique that exploits the hierarchical structure of replies in forums or emails. They introduced a structure discovery technique that uses a variety of features to model the relations among posts of the same thread. In fact their method is the most similar to ours. However, we focus on blogs and news agencies while they have worked on forums and emails. The existence of quoted texts in forums and emails makes RTS task easier than our case.
Wang et al. [3] proposed a probabilistic model as a supervised structure learning problem to predict the dependency among the posts within one thread on forums based on the general conditional random fields. Their method is based on various kinds of features. The features described the interactions in both posts and authors. The weights for the designed features are estimated in a supervised manner. Similar to previous work, Wang et al. [20] proposed a discriminative probabilistic model which can handle both local features and knowledge propagation rules.
The only existing work on RTS task in declarative threads has been proposed by Schuth et al. [19] . This work focused on RTS task in online news agencies threads. They used several features to detect authors' name in the comments' text.
Then, the features are combined by tree-learner algorithm and eventually a classifier detects relations among comments and the root. Since, there are many comments that do not refer to any author's name in our case, this method does not have a good accuracy.
There are also some related works on other types of data such as email data [6, 7, 21] . However, some specific features exist in those environments that are not applicable here. For instance, some extra information about message's recipients like "To/CC" tag in email data or any information about the affiliation of message's author like signature is exploited to improve reconstructing conversation threads in email data.
Thread Structure Analysis.
Some works have been done on analysis of the social media emerging from the user comment activity [22, 23] . The messages boards such as Slahsdot and Reddit publish frequently short news posts and allow their readers to comment on them. The works proposed in [24, 25] focused on these threads. They explored the structure and topical hierarchies of comment threads to gain a deeper understanding of the users' behaviour that allow these types of user-powered websites to better operate. Laniado et al. [26] analyzed the structural properties of the threads on Wikipedia pages to extract and study different kinds of interactions. Wu et al. [1] introduced a model to explain the human view and reply behaviors in the forum which are helpful for discovering collective patterns of human behaviors. They found that view and the reply behaviours have a form of a power-law distribution [1, 27] .
Detection of Initiation-Response Pairs.
The works proposed in [13, 14] focused on detection of initiation-response pairs such as the question-answer and assessment-agreement relationships. Initiation-response pairs are pairs of utterances that the first pair part sets up an expectation for the second pair part [13] . Wang et al. [14] introduced a list of the dialogue act labels for edges. A dialogue act label such as answer-answer, answer-question is assigned to each relation between two messages. Kim et al. [28] proposed a dialogue act tag set and method for annotating post-to-post discourse structure on forums. They used three feature sets, structural features, post context features, and semantic features, and they experimented with three discriminative learners, SVM, HMM, and maximum entropy. Andreas et al. [29] introduced a new corpus of sentence-level agreement and disagreement annotations. Two sentences are in agreement if they show the same fact or opinion.
A list of dialog act labels and an approach for modeling dialogue acts have been proposed in conversational speech [30] [31] [32] . Detection of dialogue act labels for each post is suitable for thread detection [5, 16] and finding relevant answers in forums [8] .
Automatic Meta-Information Extraction from HTML
Pages. Information of threads such as authors' name and content is usually extracted by human. This is time consuming. Some methods have been proposed to extract the main content and remove noisy information from a web page 4
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Problem Definition
In this section, some concepts are defined about RTS task. A comment is an utterance written by a user, comprising one or several sentences. A commenter is a person who writes comments and replies to the root article or the other comments. In this paper, the root is defined as the starter of a conversation which can be a news article or any other content which has been written by an author or a journalist. Figure 1 shows a part of a real thread with 145 comments. In Figure 1 , the root post is shown with label and edges denote the reply relations. In a thread, a reply comment (which is illustrated in Figure 1 by numbered labels) responses to the previous comments or to the root item. For example, the nodes with label 1 and 32 are reply comments to the root item, which is considered as their parent. The sequences of labels in Figure 1 are in chronological order. A thread is a sequence of comments that starts with the root item and contains a series of reply comments which are usually related to the same topic as the root item. Each comment has a single parent and all comments are descended from the root post in a thread [24, 29] . In other words, threads are considered as a special case of human conversations [35] that consist of a set of comments contributed by two or more participants by the reply operation [36] . The candidate set of th comment is a set of comments that could be considered as the parent of th comment and includes comments which appear before the th comment in chronological order. The starter discussion comment is a comment repling to the root item and it has at least one child, like comments with labels 1 and 32 in Figure 1 .
Thread detection task means finding the cluster of comments that belong to the same topic in a given text stream without any previous knowledge about the number of threads. Reconstructing thread structure (RTS) task means reconstructing the reply structure on comments in a thread. This leads to construction of a tree-like reply structure [2] [3] [4] [5] or directed acyclic graph (DAG) [11, 17, 19] . Since the threads extracted from websites have the tree-like reply structure, they are usually modeled as a tree in most papers. Also, the structure of threads can be modeled as a DAG. The information about DAG-like reply structure is mostly prepared by manually annotating the data which is a time consuming and difficult task. In addition, since the manually annotated dataset contains a small number of threads [11, 19] , it cannot properly evaluate the RTS algorithms. In this paper, we assume a tree-like reply structure.
Declarative and interrogative threads are different in essence.
(i) Users in declarative threads mostly express their opinions or sentiments about the root post informally, while in interrogative threads, users mostly express their questions and answers in a more formal way.
(ii) In declarative threads, the topic of the root is most likely a news article or a content reflecting the realworld events, while in interrogative threads, it is most likely a user's question.
(iii) There is meta-information such as quotation in interrogative threads that has a great improvement on the accuracy of RTS task.
(iv) Comments of declarative threads usually wait for moderation to be published and it usually takes some time. Moderators are not always online, they log in a few times per day, accept the sent comments, and log out. Therefore, multiple comments appear nearly at the same time. So, some features that are based on time distance [11] and position in chronological order have good performance in interrogative threads, but they are not good in declarative threads.
Declarative and interrogative threads are technically different as well.
(i) Each comment can most likely be connected to its previous comment (1-Distance) in the interrogative threads [4] ; this simple heuristic leads to great improvement in the accuracy of RTS task [3, 4] , since many of posts are most likely written to answer the last question. However this heuristic cannot have a good performance in declarative threads. According to Figure 2 (a), the users most likely reply to the first previous comment in Apple discussion forum. Although, Figure 2 (b) shows the users most likely reply to the root in Thestandard online news agencies. The 11th comment in Apple is the parent of 12th comment with probability 0.49; however, in Thestandard, the probability is equal to 0.137.
(ii) Figure 3 includes three real threads in Thestandard dataset which includes 30 comments and each comment is numbered and sorted in chronological order. Since, users usually express their opinions or sentiments and reply to each comment regardless of submission time and position of comments, so the structure of the replies is not predictable.
(iii) The length of the roots text in declarative threads is usually larger than comments; thus, the length of the root or comments should be normalized in similarity measurements.
There are websites which are known as message boards such as Digg, Reddit, and Slashdot. The message boards are valuable threads to analyze users' behavior [24, 25] . However, they are not suitable to be used as training data, since they have different designs for showing the comments. These differences change the behavior of user's replies; for example, Slashdot (http://slashdot.org/) shows comments based on their scores. This causes the comments which have higher scores, to get more replies. So, we cannot create a general model appropriate for all message boards.
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Article-news title: the president loses 30.000 jobs in a single year
The president reacts to criticism of his appalling jobs record, which has 300,000 Kiwis jobless and 30,000 fewer people in work in the last year: · · · Here's criticism of things that you're not doing on the jobs front, the president tax pollution so you can reduce tax on companies and income; renew and enhance the home insulation scheme, which has created 2,000 jobs and is about to run out of money; create a national investment · · · 
Method
In this section we describe our supervised approach to RTS task. First, we define some textual and nontextual features and learn a proper model to combine the features using a ranking SVM (Support Vector Machines). Then the model is employed in reconstruction of the reply structure for threads in the test data.
Ranking SVM.
SVM is a supervised learning method that is used for classification, regression, and ranking.
The implementation we use is the ranking SVM classifier (http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/svm light/svm rank .html) [2, 37] . The ranking SVM classifier learns to assign a weight to the pairs of comments. The whole procedure for choosing the parent of the th comment in a thread is described in Figure 4 .
Since the purpose of RTS task is to predict a tree-like reply structure in a thread, RTS algorithm needs to find reply relations among comments and the root, where is the number of comments in a thread. Thus, RTS algorithm needs ( 2 ) pairwise comparisons. 
Features.
The ranking SVM needs some features to be defined. In this section, we introduce eleven textual and nontextual features. Their definition is one of the main contributions of our work. It should be mentioned that about 20 percent of replies in ground truth do not have any common word with their parent. The textual features therefore are not enough and we need to define some nontextual features.
Similarity Measurement.
In order to measure the similarity of sentences, we utilize a vector space model to 
where is the total number of comments in a news item and is the number of comments that contain the word . IDF is usually extracted from the whole training data, but we have limited it to the set of comments in a thread. We believe this makes it more accurate, for example, when a word has a low frequency in the whole training data but has a high frequency in a thread.
In order to measure similarity between two comments, the stop-words are deleted first and then words of the comments are stemmed by the Porter algorithm (for English datasets). This step is not performed for Russian and Persian datasets. The common words of the two comments are extracted and their weights are calculated based on TF-IDF. Then, the final score is obtained by aggregating the weights of common words according to (2) . Since the root text is usually longer than the comments, log of the product of their lengths is used in denominator:
where -words are the number of the words held in common between comments 1 and 2 and | | is the length of the comment's text. Comments are usually informal and have typo errors. Some words in two comments might be the same, but due to spelling errors, it is difficult to find this out. In order to solve this issue, we use the minimum edit distance (MED) algorithm. The minimum edit distance of two words is the minimum number of edit operations (insertion, deletion, substitution, and transposition) needed to transform one word into another [14] . The costs of insertion, deletion, substitution, and transposition are 1, 1, 2, and 1, respectively.
Two words in different comments are considered as common words if either they are exactly the same or they seem to be the same but they contain some typo errors. In the latter case, if the length of the words is bigger than five and their first two letters are the same and their edit distance is lower than 4, the two words are considered as common word. For example, two words "Beautiful" and "Beuatiful" are considered as common words.
Authors' Language Model.
The idea is that the commenters who talk to each other are more likely to use similar words in their comments. In order to take advantage of this feature, all comments that are related to a commenter are appended. This makes a collection of words for each commenter. If the collections of words of two commenters are very similar, they can be related to each other. In Figure 5 , commenter " 1" wrote three comments. These three comments are appended and make a collection of words for commenter " 1" and then like the first feature the similarity is calculated between collection of words of commenters " 1" and " 2". The similarity scores obtained 8
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Prior Location.
Position of comments can reveal some information about their hierarchy, for example, first comments usually have more children than the others, or comments which are located just before the th comment are more likely to be its parent. In general, we would like to estimate ( | ), that is, knowing that a comment is in position which is the likelihood that the comment in position is its parent [2] . So we calculate prior probabilities for being the parent of different positions.
To calculate prior probability for , we count the number of times a comment in position is the parent of in the training set. Figure 6 shows the prior probability for comments in positions 1 to 100 in Thestandard dataset. The highest prior probability belongs to the root and then to the comments which are located just before the comment. The sample points in Figure 6 show five comment's positions such as the roots 10, 30, 57, and 59 and how it is probable for 60th comment to be a child of them that the root has the most prior probability which is equal to 0.1852 and then the 59th comment which has the probability of 0.1236. Also Figure 7 shows the prior probability of child-parent relation from comment 40 to 60.
Reference to Authors' Name.
If the name of an author appears in a comment, then all his/her comments are considered as a potential candidate for being parent of that comment [19] . Sometimes a part of the complete name is referenced. Sometimes the author's name is made up of two parts and both of these parts could be used by other authors for reference. We also consider these types of references. We hold each part of the author's name and then parts which are stop-words are removed.
Global
Similarity. This feature is based on ranking the similarity of comments' text and the root's text which has a global view on the text similarity. According to this feature, if comment " " has the most similarity with comment " " and inversely comment " " has the most similarity with comment " " among other candidates, it is more likely that there is a relation between comment " " and comment " ". To relax this feature, the similarity measurement is calculated for each comment corresponding with all comments; then the comments are sorted based on their similarity score. For example, in Figure 8 , we are looking for parent of the fifth comment. In the first step, according to Formula (2) comments are sorted based on score of text similarity measurement per the fifth comment. Comments that do not belong to candidate of the fifth comment are removed. The removed comments have been shown with black color in Figure 8 . In the second step, the same as the first step, comments are sorted per each candidate of, fifth comment and also comments which do not belong to candidate of the fifth comment are removed except the fifth comment itself. Finally, formula (3) is used to calculate Ranking-distance score. Two comments which are the most similar to each other have more Ranking-distance score. In Figure 8 , the most score belong to relation with the fourth comment. This feature is symmetric and the similarity among comments is only calculated one time. In other words, this feature needs ( 2 ) time complexity for text similarity pairwise comparisons.
where 1 and 2 are two comments and | 1& 2| is the text similarity distance between 1 and 2.
Frequent Patterns of Authors Appearance.
The idea is that the comments of two commenters who talk to each other, usually appear closely in chronological order. So, if their comments appear many times just after each other, this feature gives a high score to their comments. In order to implement this feature, we use the following formula:
where is the author of comment , ( , ) is the number of times of comments of author that appear just before comments of author (see Pseudocode 1) . Figure 9 shows a time line which includes 7 comments which have been written by 4 commenters. The feature score is calculated for the relation among comments. The score of relation between comments and is 3 which is more than and .
Length Ratio.
The length of the parent text is usually longer than its children. The length ratio score is calculated according to length ratio score ( , ) = ,
where is a comment looking for a parent and is a candidate parent.
Frequent Words in Parent-Child Comments.
Sometimes a pair of words appears to be frequently one word in the parent and the next word in its children. For example in ENENews dataset, the most frequent pairs are (believe, people), (accident, fukushima), (new, discovered), (idea, report) and (people, public). We use pointwise mutual information (PMI) [38] to find the frequent pattern:
where 1 is a word in a comment whose parent we are looking for, 2 is a word in its candidate parent, and Count ( 1 , 2 ) is the number of time 1 has appeared in the parent and 2 has appeared in child. The numerator computes how often two words appear together and denominator computes how often one of the words appears. Finally, according to Pseudocode 2 the score of relation between two comments is calculated.
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Filtering . In addition to the features, we use some heuristics to filter some inappropriate candidates.
(1) Usually a commenter does not reply to the root in his/her second comment. So if a commenter has written more than one comment, the root is removed from the parent candidates of the second and next comment. This was shown to be a useful feature because the root is an important candidate, so if we could remove it correctly, the results are improved significantly.
(2) A commenter does not reply to him/herself. So we simply remove all comments of a commenter from his/her comment's candidates [2] .
(3) Commenters who post only one comment on a thread are more likely to reply to the root post. So other candidates can be removed except the root.
Experiments
In this section, we provide details about the datasets used for evaluation, describe the evaluation metrics, and then present the results of the SLARTS method and compare them with the results of the baseline approaches. 
For each website, we crawled the webpages that were published until the end of 2012. We then parsed the pages and extracted the reply structure and used it for ground truth. We have removed the threads with less than 4 comments, because these kinds of threads do not give us much information and usually their comments reply to the root. Table 1 summarizes the information about the prepared datasets. The datasets are available at http://ece.ut.ac.ir/nlp/resources.html.
In ENENews and Russianblog, users have to register in order to leave a comment. However, in other datasets, users can leave comments in a thread with different names or different users can use the same names. Table 2 reports some statistics on the crawled websites. The length of comments' text in Russianblog is shorter than the other datasets which causes text similarity measures to perform poorly on it. In ENENews, the root usually includes a tweet, that is why the length of the root's text is shorter than the other datasets. All comments have author's name except for some comments in Alef. Therefore the numbers of commenters for Alef was calculated from the comments that have author's name. The average number of comments per article in Thestandard and ENENews are about 50 and 39, respectively, which are larger than the other datasets.
In order to gain some insights into the data, we show some charts extracted from the datasets. Figure 10 shows the distribution of the number of comments in the articles. It is seen that most threads have between 5 and 15 comments in Russianblog and Alef. However, in Thestandard, length of threads is longer than the other datasets and most threads have between 12 and 24 comments.
Publication rate of articles is shown in Figure 11 . The publication rate follows a bell-shape and articles are published between 7 am and 19 pm and the highest rate belongs to the 4-hour period between 9 am and 13 pm. Since there is only one author who publishes the articles in Russianblog, its chart has less variation and the root is usually published between 10 am and 18 pm. Figure 12 shows the publication rate of comments after the root. It is seen that all datasets except Russianblog have similar behavior: about one hour after the article is published, it has received most of the comments. After that, the rate of comment reception decreases. Russianblog shows different behavior. It seems that a part of its visitors reply to its articles the next morning, 16-21 hours after the publication. Figure 13 shows the time difference between publication time of comments and their replies. It is seen that the maximum difference is usually less than one hour. ENENews and Russianblog do not moderate comments and Thestandard has very active moderators who immediately check and accept comments. However, in Courantblogs and Alef, where moderators are not always online, the time difference is between one and two hours. Figure 14 shows how depth of comments increases when time passes after publication of the main article. Deeper comments show longer and more serious conversations. As shown in the figure, comments usually reply to the root in early hours. After a few hours, conversations are continued around the comments which causes the depth of thread to increase. Visitors of Alef and Courantblogs talk more about the root article. However, Thestandard and ENENews have longer and deeper discussions. Figure 15 shows length of comments in words. Most of comments include 10-20 words. Except for comments of Russianblog, the other datasets are similar. This tells that the similarity measure is not enough and we have to use nontextual features as well. Russianblog has comments that are shorter than the other datasets. This dataset is a personal blog and users usually write friendly comments. Figure 16 shows, depth of comments. Depth is directly related to the conversations. It is seen that comments are usually found in the first depth (below the root). Russianblog, ENENews, and Thestandard have more comments in higher levels meaning conversations are longer.
Evaluation Metrics.
To evaluate the experiment results, we use several metrics. For edge prediction we use precision, recall, and -score measures [4, 13, 17, 18] . Output of RTS is a tree. This causes precision, recall, and -score values to be equal [2] , since FP (False Positive) and FN (False Negative) in precision and recall are always equal. Instead, we use the following edge accuracy measure:
where the tree is comprised of comments and one root. The second metric is path accuracy which was introduced by Wang et al. [3] . This metric has a global view and considers paths from nodes to the root:
where path ( ) is the ground-truth structure for th comment and path ( ) is the predicted structure for it. | | is the number of comments in a thread. If any irrelevant comment appears in the path, this metric considers it to be completely wrong. So, it is very strict. To relax this, Wang et al. introduced a metric that computes the overlap between the paths in ground truth and the predicted path:
where |path ( )| is the number of comments in the prediction path of th comment and |path ( )| is the number of comments in the ground-truth path of th comment. 1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall:
The above mentioned metrics are appropriate in interrogative threads. As mentioned before, the root of declarative threads is news articles or main contents which are different from the root of interrogative threads. This causes the structure of threads and reply relations to be different. There are two types of reply relations in declarative threads: (1) comment-root, that is, the relation between comments and the root article and (2) comment-comment, that is, the relation between two comments, one parent, and one child. The comment-root relations show different views around the main article (root). The comment-comment relations show conversation among visitors which is a valuable source of information. In Figure 17 , there are three comment-root and three comment-comment relations. When a user reads the root and comments, he/she can write his/her opinion or sentiment about the root by replying to root or participating in a discussion by replying to users' comments.
We believe that the evaluation metrics mentioned before are not enough to cover both types of reply relations due to differences between interrogative and declarative threads. An appropriate metric should be able to detect both types of relations. So, we have to modify the evaluation metrics or define new metrics.
We propose an evaluation metric, Accuracy (Acc) CTD , where CTD stands for Comments Type Detection. It is defined as the proportion of correctly detected comment types. The comment-root type includes comments which initiate a new view about the root (NP) and the commentcomment type includes comments which are part of a discussion (PD):
where TP is the number of correctly detected NP comments, TN is the number of correctly detected PD comments, FP is the number of incorrectly detected NP comments, and FN is the number of incorrectly detected PD comments.
To evaluate accuracy of comment-comment relations, the standard precision, recall, and -score measures are used:
where TP is the number of correctly detected commentcomment relations, FP is the number of incorrectly detected comment-comment relations, and FN is the number of comment-comment relations in the ground truth that were not predicted at all.
The path accuracy metric, mentioned earlier, is a modified version of path and path which is appropriate to declarative platform. This metric consider, discussion paths from each PD comment to the starter discussion comment but not to root:
where | | is the number of PD comments in the groundtruth thread and | | is the number of PD comments in the predicted thread. Path ( ) is the discussion path from th node to the discussion starter comment in the ground truth. Path ( ) is discussion path from th node to the discussion starter comment in the predicted thread. Also, the relaxed Precision ( ) -path and Recall ( ) -path are modified to be suitable for declarative platform: Figure 18 shows two threads of which one is the ground truth and the other one is the predicted thread. In order to better understand the evaluation metrics, we calculate them for this example.
In Table 3 , the predicted thread in Figure 18 has been evaluated by metrics from interrogative threads. The results show high values. Table 4 shows the results of evaluation by metrics from declarative threads. The results show that declarative metrics have more appropriate results.
There are two reasons which lead declarative metrics to better evaluate the predicted structure.
(1) The root in declarative threads has many children. So, if a method connects all comments to the root, interrogative metrics show good results. (2) Interrogative metrics cannot properly evaluate comment-comment relations in declarative threads. However, the declarative metrics can evaluate both types of relations.
Experimental Results and Analysis.
We use several baselines to compare the effectiveness of SLARTS. The first baseline is the performance when we simply link all comments to their previous comment (we name it Last baseline) [3, 4] . This method leads to good results for RTS task in interrogative threads. The second baseline is to link all comments to the root (we name it First baseline).
The only work that has been done on RTS has focused on the author's name in online news agencies [19] . Schuth et al. 's method used several features to find the commenter's name in online news articles. This method achieves a good precision but it has a low recall, because many comments do not refer to any author's name. So we selected Seo et al. 's method [2] which is a strong method in interrogative platforms.
Seo et al. 's method has focused on forums and emails and used the quoted text as one of their main features. This feature is not available in our datasets. Therefore, we use all their proposed features except the quoted text.
We have applied 5fold cross-validation to minimize bias with 95% as confidence interval. Table 5 shows the results of our experiments based on interrogative evaluation metrics. According to Acc edge , SLARTS reveals higher accuracy except in Alef in which lots of replies are connected to the root.
According to -path and -path , First and Last baselines have the best performance, respectively. First connects all comments to the root, this way irrelevant comments do not appear in the path from the comment to the root and also the root appears in all paths. Last connects all comments to their previous comments. This causes all comments to appear in the path.
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Evaluation metric Calculation
Acc According to Acc path , First has better performance in Thestandard, ENENews, and Alef, because more comments are linked directly to the root. Usually, SLARTS and Seo et al. 's methods cannot predict the full path in Thestandard and ENENews, because, according to Figure 15 , paths are very long and complex in these datasets.
As we mentioned earlier, interrogative evaluation metrics are not appropriate for declarative threads, because based on these metrics, First shows high performance although this baseline does not detect any comment-comment relations. Table 6 shows the results when we use declarative evaluation metrics proposed in Section 5.2.
According to Table 6 , for edge , SLARTS performs better than Seo et al. 's method. However, for edge , Seo et al. 's method performs better but its edge is lower than SLARTS in all datasets.
It is important to say that, when the difference between edge and edge is high and edge is greater than edge , the method most likely connects comments to the root and it does not appropriately detect comment-comment relations
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H (2) H (3) I (2) I (1) P (1) O (1) (c) Figure 19 : Three real threads in which nodes are labeled according to commenter's name and number of its comments.
(like First baseline). On the other hand, when edge is greater than edge , the method does not appropriately detect comment-root relations (like Last baseline).
So, Seo et al. 's method most likely connects comments to the root and this is not appropriately detecting commentcomment relations. On the other hands, edge and edge of SLARTS are close.
Several features in SLARTS such as Global similarity, frequent words, Frequent patterns, and authors' language focus on detection of comment-comment relations. This makes the results of SLARTS better than Seo et al. 's method in declarative evaluation metrics.
We already saw that the average length of threads in Thestandard and ENENews is longer than the other datasets (Table 2) and their paths are much longer and more complex than the other datasets ( Figure 16 ). According to edge , the accuracy of Thestandard and ENENews is less than other datasets. Note that edge is a strict metric in declarative threads.
SLARTS has better edge than Seo et al. 's method in all datasets. The maximum difference occurs in Thestandard and Russianblog. In these datasets many of the defined features have good performance. (Importance of features in ENENews and Russianblog datasets will be shown in Table 7 and we will explain more in the next section.) The bold style shows the best result in each metric.
As shown in Table 6 , Russianblog has better results than the other datasets in all metrics. The main reason is that its comments are not confirmed by a moderator. This causes Acc edge of Last baseline in Russianblog to be equal to 0.3632, that is, more than other datasets (Table 5 ). Acc edge of Last baseline has inverse relationship with complexity of replies. Also, we showed in Figure 13 that the Russianblog has the lowest time difference between a comment and its parent. When time difference between a child and its parent decreases, detection of reply relation would be easier. In other words, as the parent appears to be closer to its child, some features such as frequent pattern and location Prior that are based on position of comments in chronological order work better.
The difference between -path and path is about 20% in Thestandard and ENENews where threads are larger and paths have more complex structures.
The minimum difference between the results of SLARTS and Seo et al. 's methods appears in Alef datasets. In Alef many relations are comment root and many comments do not have author's name, which make the features perform poorly.
Since SLARTS method has features which specially focused on detecting comment-root relations (e.g., by adding candidate filtering), Acc CTD of SLARTS is better than Seo 20 The Scientific World Journal et al. method in all datasets. The best result is 0.91 for Russianblog, and the worst result is 0.69 for ENENews. The root of ENENews dataset is usually a tweet. According to Table 2 , it makes the average length of the root's text to be shorter than the other datasets and this makes the textual features perform poorly on detecting comment-root relations.
Confidence intervals of Alef and Courantblog datasets are higher than the other datasets, because many of their relations are comment root (Figure 16 ). This makes ranking SVM to be bias towards connecting comments to the root, especially when a thread includes very few comment-comment relations.
We compare -value to specify the significance of differences between SLARTS and Seo et al. 's methods on declarative metrics. Since ranking SVM ranks candidates based on their score and selects the first candidate from the list, only the first candidate is important. So, p@1 is computed. The results indicate that all improvements are statistically significant ( -value < 0.005) in all datasets.
Evaluation of the Features.
In this section, we evaluate the role of the introduced features. We use backward feature selection. That means to measure the importance of a feature we use all features except that feature, repeat the experiments in its absence, and compare the results to the case where all features are present. The difference between the values of metrics in presence of a feature and its absence is reported in Table 7 .
It is seen that some features improve precision of the metrics, for example, location prior and candidate filtering rule 3, where they most likely tend to detect comment-root relations. Some features improve recall of the metrics such as authors' language, global similarity, candidate filtering rule 1, and frequent patterns. These features most likely tend to detect comment-comment relations. Some features affect both precision and recall, for example, authors' name.
As stated earlier, Russianblog has different behaviour in comparison with other datasets (Figures 12, 13, and 15) . Also, ENENews has larger threads and more complex paths ( Figure 16 and Table 2 ). So, we use these datasets to evaluate features in depth.
Similarity feature improves recall of evaluation metrics. Since Russian language is known as a morphologically rich language and the length of comments' text is very short (about average 18 words according to Table 2 ), in comparison with other datasets, improvement of textual features is low. To increase the performance of textual feature in Russian, we need a stemmer, a Wordnet, and a tokenizer. Similarity feature has rather a good impact on Acc CTD .
Authors' language feature improves recall of evaluation metrics. According to edge , the improvements of this feature are 0.03 and 0.01 in ENENews and Russianblog, respectively.
Global similarity feature improves both precision and recall in Russianblog and recall in ENENews.
The frequent words feature has a small improvement in Russianblog like similarity feature. This feature improves recall of the evaluation metrics in ENEnews about 0.01.
Length ratio feature improves precision in both datasets. However, since longer comments in ENENews have many children, this feature is more prominent there.
Authors' name feature is useful in all evaluation metrics. The value of this feature in ENENews is more than Russianblog, because authors' name in Russianblog is different from other datasets; it is an email and no one would refer to it as a name.
The frequent patterns feature focuses on detecting comment-comment relations. This feature improves recall of evaluation metrics in both datasets.
The location prior feature improves precision in both datasets. This feature has a good improvement on Acc CTD . According to edge , the best improvement is 0.16091 for Russianblog, since comments are not moderated.
The candidate filtering rule 1 improves recall of evaluation metrics in both datasets. This feature removes the root candidate accurately. This feature has a good improvement on Acc CTD . The maximum improvement for edge is 0.34 for Russianblog.
The candidate filtering rule 2 has small improvements on precision and recall of evaluation metrics in both datasets. Maximum improvement is gained with Russianblog.
Finally, The candidate filtering rule 3 improves precision of metrics in both datasets. This feature removes all candidates except the root. Thus, detection of comment-root relations is improved. Also, this feature improves Acc CTD .
Information Extraction by Visualizing Threads Structure
In this section, we discuss the information which can be extracted from hierarchical structure of threads. Figure 19 is the same as Figure 3 except that the commenters and their number of posted comments are shown as the nodes' label; for example, " (3)" is the third comment sent by user " ". Visualization of the structure reveals valuable information as following.
(i) Is the root article controversial? The threads " " and " " in Figure 19 are more controversial than " ". Visitors have expressed different opinions and sentiments about the root in " " and " " leading to formation of longer conversations. The thread " " shows a common thread which has short conversations about the root. The height and width of trees can help as a measure to recognize whether a root is controversial or not.
(ii) Which comments are starters [36] ? Starter comments have important role in the conversations because users read them and then read other comments to better understand the conversations.
(iii) Which comments have participated in this conversation? Users can follow the conversations that seem interesting to them without reading any unrelated comment. The bold style shows the best result in each metric.
(iv) Who plays an important role in a discussion? Some users play more important roles in conversations than other users. For example, users " (1)" in thread "B" and " (1)" in thread "C" have made a long conversation. These users are known as a hub or a starter in a thread and their degree of importance can be compared according to their indegree [39] . Many analyses can be performed on this structure which is known as popularity features [12] .
(v) How many conversations are about the root? There are thirteen conversations which are replying directly to the root in thread "C, " for example, {F(2), H(2), H(3), I(2), O(1)}or{F(2), H(2), l(1)} show two conversations in thread " ".
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed SLARTS, a method based on ranking SVM, which predicts the tree-like structure of declarative threads, for example, blogs and online news agencies. We emphasized on the differences between declarative and interrogative threads and showed that many of the previously proposed features perform poorly on declarative threads because of this. Instead, we defined a set of novel textual and nontextual features and used a ranking SVM algorithm to combine these features.
We detect two types of reply relations in declarative threads: comment-root relation and comment-comment relation. An appropriate method should be able to detect both types of reply relations and an appropriate metric should consider both types of reply relations. So, in order to have fair judge on the quality of the predicted structures, we modified the evaluation metrics accordingly. We also defined a novel metric that measures the accuracy of comment type detection.
The results of our experiments showed that, according to declarative evaluation metrics, our method shows higher accuracy in comparison with the baselines on five datasets. Also, we showed that all improvements in detecting comment-comment relations are statistically significant in all datasets.
We believe that the defined features are not limited to declarative threads. Some features such as author's language and frequent patterns extract relations among users can be useful in interrogative threads.
For future, we would like to use the proposed method on interrogative platforms such as forums. Also, we would like to analyze the tree-like reply structure deeply and we believe it can provide valuable information, for example, to help in understanding the role of users in discussions or to find important and controversial comments among a large volume of comments.
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The Scientific World Journal Since our goal is to provide a language-independent model to reconstruct the thread structure, we did not use text processing tools such as Wordnet and Named Entity Recognition (as they are not available in the same quality for all languages). We would like to focus on English and use these tools to find out whether they can improve the accuracy of RTS method or not.
